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 Perhaps to the dismay of litigious shareholder representatives and their counsel, companies and 
other potential defendants will not be found liable for federal securities fraud under Section 10(b)1 and 
Rule 10b-52 simply because they do not disclose every piece of material information a shareholder might 
like to know.3  Nor are they required to be “clairvoyant” so that they can guarantee that the information 
they convey, or the reasons they choose to not convey certain information, will continue to be accurate.4  
Rather, with respect to a claim of nondisclosure under Section 10(b), the premise underlying liability is 
that a company had a duty to disclose the information that was allegedly fraudulently withheld, and that 
duty either existed at the time of the omission or subsequently arose as a result of later events.5  

 Although the Securities and Exchange Commission had faced the issue earlier,6 a judicial 
determination of when a duty to disclose arises under Section 10(b) was formalized by the Supreme 
Court in 1980 in Chiarella v. United States.7  Since then, both district and appellate courts, as well as the 
Supreme Court itself, have expounded on Chiarella’s original reasoning.  The result is a framework that 
provides would-be defendants with some insight to guide their disclosure decisions.  Among the notable 
developments is the arguable establishment of two related concepts that go beyond a basic duty to 
disclose –a duty to correct8 and a duty to update9 –each of which has spawned its own body of case law.

 This article provides an overview of situations addressed in leading case law in which the existence 
of a duty to disclose under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 has been examined.  While there is no doubt 
that there are potential fact patterns that have yet to be decided, the cases discussed below will aid in 
any analysis of whether disclosure should be made.  Part I discusses the history of the duty to disclose 
announced in Chiarella and examples of its application.  Part II discusses the creation of a duty to correct 
and its status in various jurisdictions.  Part III discusses some courts’ willingness to recognize a duty to 
update, as well as circumstances under which courts have rejected such a duty.

I. DUTY TO DISCLOSE

 More than thirty years after Chiarella v. United States, it is still well-settled that “[s]ilence, absent 
a duty to disclose, is not misleading under Rule 10b-5” and Section 10(b) and, thus, does not constitute 
fraud.10  We also know that a company has a duty to disclose material nonpublic information if “1) a 
regulation, statute or rule requires disclosure;11 2) disclosure is required to prevent a voluntary statement 
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from being misleading; or 3) the defendants are engaging in insider trading.”12  “[F]irms are entitled to keep 
silent (about good news as well as bad news) unless positive law creates a duty to disclose,”13 even if it 
is information “a reasonable investor would very much like to know.”14  What has also become evident, 
however, is that the core principles, alone, are not enough to resolve plaintiffs’ allegations of securities 
fraud.  As a result, the progeny of decisions that have followed Chiarella have served to develop and 
elaborate upon the Supreme Court’s initial reasoning by clarifying when a duty to disclose may or may not 
exist.  

 A review of the most prominent case law regarding disclosure obligations demonstrates that, in 
a typical case, plaintiffs argue in favor of broad disclosure obligations and the imposition of liability for 
failure to comply with them, while defendants argue in favor of limited disclosure obligations and no 
liability.  The courts, then, attempt to reconcile these forces within the confines of the initial intent behind 
federal securities laws.15  Ultimately, the existence of a duty will depend on the facts of each case.    

A Relationship Is What Gives Rise to a Duty to Disclose

 It is a relationship between the parties to a transaction that gives rise to a duty to disclose.16  If there 
is no relationship, there can be no duty.  In Chiarella, the Court was faced with the appeal of a criminal 
conviction for violation of Section 10(b) by an outsider, an employee of a printer hired to print corporate 
takeover bids.17  Despite the fact that the names of the acquiring companies and takeover targets were 
withheld, the employee of the printer was able to figure out who they were and used that information 
to purchase stock in the target companies before the takeover attempts were disclosed.18  Once the 
news was made public, he sold the stock at a sizeable profit without ever telling the sellers what he 
knew about the potential takeovers.19  This activity came to the attention of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, which began to investigate and ultimately entered into a consent decree with Chiarella in 
which Chiarella agreed to return his profits to the sellers of the stock he purchased.20  Approximately eight 
months later, Chiarella was indicted on seventeen counts of violating Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5.21  He 
was ultimately convicted and appealed that conviction to the Supreme Court.

 Looking first to the statutory language of Section 10(b), the Court noted that neither the statute 
itself nor its legislative history provided any insight into “whether silence may constitute a manipulative 
or deceptive device.”22  Rule 10b-5 was equally unhelpful in this regard.23  It then turned to precedent 
established by the Securities and Exchange Commission in In re Cady, Roberts & Co.24  In that case, 
the Commission imposed liability under Section 10(b) on a broker-dealer who sold securities based on 
information obtained from a corporate insider, who was also affiliated with the same brokerage firm.25  The 
Commission decided that corporate insiders have a duty to disclose all known material inside information 
before they can trade in the shares of their own corporation.26  The duty was based on two premises:  
“(i) the existence of a relationship affording access to inside information intended to be available only 
for a corporate purpose, and (ii) the unfairness of allowing a corporate insider to take advantage of that 
information by trading without disclosure.”27  “[M]ere possession of nonpublic market information” is not 
enough.28  Following this guidance as well as the guidance of prior judicial decisions,29 the Court found 
that Chiarella was under no duty to disclose the information:

No duty could arise from petitioner’s relationship with the sellers of the target company’s 
securities, for petitioner had no prior dealings with them.  He was not their agent, he 
was not a fiduciary, he was not a person in whom the sellers had placed their trust and 
confidence.  He was, in fact, a complete stranger who dealt with the sellers only through 
impersonal market transactions.30   

 It is simply not the case that the “petitioner owed a duty to everyone; to all sellers, indeed, to the 
market as a whole.”31  Because there was, in fact, no duty and because “not every instance of financial 
unfairness constitutes fraudulent activity under § 10(b),”32 the Court reversed Chiarella’s conviction.33  
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A Duty Can Be Transferred from an Insider with a Relationship to a “Tippee”

 Chiarella establishes that a duty to disclose arises from a special relationship, but it is also true 
that the duty that results from a special relationship can be transferred from an insider to a person who 
receives inside information, as long as that recipient is aware of the nature of the information received.  
In Dirks v. Securities and Exchange Commission,34 for example, the question was whether an analyst 
who received material nonpublic information from an insider could be found liable under Section 10(b) for 
having passed that information along to investors who traded on it.35  

 In Dirks, a former officer suspected that his previous employer was engaging in securities fraud 
and asked an analyst he knew to look into it.36  Regulatory agencies had been unwilling to listen.37  The 
analyst, Dirks, investigated but unsurprisingly, management for the company denied the allegations.38  
During the course of his investigation, Dirks discussed the situation, including the information he had 
learned, with clients and investors, some of whom were also shareholders in the company at issue.39  At 
least five of those shareholders sold their stock upon learning what Dirks told them, liquidating holdings 
of more than $16 million.40  About the same time, the stock price plummeted, NYSE halted trading, 
and authorities uncovered the fraud.41  Only then did the Securities and Exchange Commission pay 
attention to the company, and to Dirks.  After an investigation by the Commission, Dirks was censured for 
violations of Section 10(b), among other statutes, for “repeating the allegations of fraud to members of 
the investment community who later sold their [company] stock.”42  Dirks appealed and ultimately sought 
Supreme Court review.    

 Relying on Cady, Roberts again, the Court stated, “The SEC found that not only did breach of 
this common-law duty [between corporate insiders and shareholders] also establish the elements of a 
Rule 10b-5 violation, but that individuals other than corporate insiders could be obligated to disclose 
material nonpublic information before trading or to abstain from trading altogether.”43  For example, the 
Court noted that such a duty might arise where nonpublic information is revealed to third parties such 
as underwriters, accountants, lawyers, or consultants.44  Additionally, if a third party is simply being used 
by an insider to circumvent Chiarella, “the tippee’s duty to disclose or abstain is derivative from that of 
the insider’s duty”45 and he will be deemed to be a “participant after the fact in the insider’s breach of a 
fiduciary duty.”46  The tippee “assumes a fiduciary duty to the shareholders of a corporation not to trade on 
material nonpublic information only when the insider has breached his fiduciary duty to the shareholders 
by disclosing the information to the tippee and the tippee knows or should know that there has been a 
breach.”47  In Dirks, the Court held that the tippers wanted to expose the fraud rather than benefit from it, 
so there was no duty and no liability.48       

No Duty to Disclose to the Other Party in an Arm’s-Length Transaction

 Very recently, the Eleventh Circuit held that the relationship necessary to impose a duty to disclose 
does not exist between parties to an arm’s-length transaction.  In Badger v. Southern Farm Bureau Life 
Insurance Company,49 the shareholders of a company that sold an indenture sued the company that 
bought the indenture for securities fraud, alleging that the purchaser’s valuation during negotiations was 
misleading and did not disclose all material information about potential enhancements.50  The court’s 
response was that it was “aware of no case suggesting that, in an arm’s-length transaction, the buyer’s 
opinion of the value of the seller’s asset, unaccompanied by a misstatement of fact on which the value 
is based, . . .  could be rendered misleading by an omission.”51  The court went on to say that, “[i]n 
fact, courts have uniformly declined to find a duty to disclose running from one party to an arm’s-length 
securities transaction to the shareholders of the counter-party to the transaction, absent some fiduciary or 
other special relationship between them.”52  A jury verdict was reversed based on the lower court’s failure 
to give instructions consistent with these principles.53     
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Voluntary Statements Can Lead to the Assumption of a Duty to Speak

 While some form of a duty to disclose is a predicate to liability for nondisclosure under Section 
10(b), a party can assume a duty to disclose by choosing to speak on a subject, because any statements 
made must be “complete and accurate.”54  “This, however, does not mean that by revealing one fact about 
a product, one must reveal all others that, too, would be interesting, market-wise, but means only such 
others, if any, that are needed so that what was revealed would not be” misleading.55  It also does not 
mean that a duty will arise only if a prior statement would be completely negated by omitted information.56   

 For example, Kushner v. Beverly Enterprises, Inc.57 involved a company and its officers that 
were indicted for Medicare fraud based on false hours reports.58  The plaintiffs alleged that the criminal 
activity made the company’s public disclosures about compliance with Medicare regulatory requirements 
misleading.59  Noting that there is no duty to disclose “soft information,” including opinions, predictions 
and beliefs about the legality of one’s own actions, the court held that the only basis on which liability 
may be possible was if the nondisclosure of the criminal activity made other statements misleading.60  
The court agreed with Sixth Circuit precedent that “‘even absent a duty to speak, a party who voluntarily 
discloses material facts in connection with securities transactions assumes a duty to speak fully and 
truthfully on those subjects.’”61  In Kushner, however, the court held that the plaintiffs’ complaint did not 
adequately allege “that the defendants knew their statements were untruthful when made” and, therefore, 
there was no duty.62   

 Very recently, in Matrixx Initiatives, Inc. v. Siracusano,63 the Supreme Court examined whether 
defendants had a duty to disclose information they claimed was not statistically significant and, therefore, 
not material.  Specifically, the plaintiffs alleged violations of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 based on the 
“claim that Matrixx’s statements [about revenues and product safety] were misleading in light of reports 
that Matrixx had received, but did not disclose, about consumers who had lost their sense of smell” after 
using the company’s core product.64  Defendants argued that any arguable correlation between the use 
of the product and loss of smell was not statistically significant and thus not material for the purposes 
of disclosure.65  Finding that the materiality analysis is highly fact-specific, the Court held that a bright-
line test of statistical significance was not tenable.66  The Court also noted, “[I]t bears emphasis that § 
10(b) and Rule 10b-5(b) do not create an affirmative duty to disclose any and all material information.  
Disclosure is required under these provisions only when necessary ‘to make . . . statements made, in the 
light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading.’”67 

 Thus, a company can exert control over what it is forced to disclose by controlling what it voluntarily 
discloses.68  In the end, however, the Court held that the company’s earlier statements would be misleading 
without disclosure of the reports about potentially negative side-effects.69

 Additionally, the Eighth Circuit recently analyzed whether a pattern of previous disclosures could 
give rise to a duty to disclose.70  In MEMC, the plaintiff alleged that defendants had a duty to disclose 
certain June 2008 production incidents at two of its facilities because “the defendants had a ‘pattern’ of 
disclosing similar disruptions in production.”71  Although the company disclosed the inter-quarter incidents 
a few weeks later in its regularly scheduled quarter-end disclosures, plaintiff argued that the disclosures 
should have been made immediately.72  The Eighth Circuit rejected plaintiff’s argument, concluding that the 
defendants had no duty to disclose the information allegedly improperly withheld because “we are unable 
to find any legal authority directly supporting Patel’s pattern theory.”73  The court noted that “[p]erhaps 
the best support for [plaintiff’s] theory may be inferred from recent Supreme Court dictum [from Matrixx:] 
. . . ‘Even with respect to information that a reasonable investor might consider material, companies can 
control what they have to disclose under these provisions by controlling what they say to the market.’”74 
The Eighth Circuit ultimately held, however, that “[e]ven if we should infer from Matrixx that a pattern of 
disclosures may spawn a duty to disclose, we do not believe [plaintiff] has alleged circumstances giving 
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rise to such a hypothetical duty here.”75  The Eighth Circuit explained that “[t]his is not the case, for 
example, in which MEMC had just told investors the [] facilities were fully operational or in perfect working 
order.  Instead, MEMC warned investors its business was vulnerable to any disruption at those plants.”76 
The Eighth Circuit concluded that “[w]e decline to recognize a new cause of action absent extraordinary 
circumstances not present here.”77  Interestingly, the court further noted that plaintiff had also failed to 
sufficiently plead scienter, in part due to the fact that “there was no legal precedent supporting [plaintiff’s] 
‘pattern’ theory at the time of the incidents.”78  Thus, defendants could not have known that the alleged 
pattern created a duty to disclose the production incidents.    

II. DUTY TO CORRECT 

 Once a general duty to disclose was judicially established, courts began addressing the nuances 
of such a duty, in particular, whether plaintiffs were trying to articulate a claim based on a duty to correct 
theory of liability or the so-called duty to update.  For decades, the duty to correct and the duty to update 
have frequently been ill-defined and confused with each other by plaintiffs, courts, and the government.79  
These two duties are distinguishable, with the duty to correct being a much more accepted duty in the 
securities disclosure arena.  However, despite numerous courts espousing a “duty to correct,” very few 
actually find that such a duty exists.  Indeed, a vast majority of cases that cite such a duty find that it does 
not apply in that case.      

Distinguishing the Duty to Correct from the Duty to Update      

 Backman v. Polaroid Corporation80 was one of the first circuit court cases to differentiate the oft-
confused duty to correct and duty to update.81  The court stated that “[o]bviously, if a disclosure is in fact 
misleading when made, and the speaker thereafter learns of this, there is a duty to correct it.”82  The court 
attempted to distinguish this well-established duty to correct with the duty to update, defining the duty to 
update as arising where subsequent disclosure is necessary “if a prior disclosure ‘becomes materially 
misleading in light of subsequent events.’”83  The court, however, held that it did not need to reach the 
question of whether a duty to update or correct existed because Polaroid’s statement regarding earnings 
was “precisely correct, initially” and “remained precisely correct thereafter.”84  Thus, the court held that 
there was nothing to correct or update.85

 The Seventh Circuit in Stransky v. Cummins Engine Company, Inc.86 more fully examined the duty to 
correct and duty to update, and lamented how “[l]itigants often fail to distinguish between these theories,” as 
the plaintiff also failed to do in that case.87  The court succinctly differentiated the two duties as follows:  the 
duty to correct “applies when a company makes a historical statement that, at the time made, the company 
believed to be true, but as revealed by subsequently discovered information actually was not.  The company 
then must correct the prior statement within a reasonable time”88; the duty to update, on the other hand, is 
described as arising “when a company makes a forward-looking statement . . . that because of subsequent 
events becomes untrue.”89  The court declined to find a duty to update projections90 but held that plaintiff 
could “continue on the theory that [defendant] had a duty to correct within a reasonable time” misleading 
historical statements or predictions that “were unreasonable when made or were not made in good faith.” 91 

Duty to Correct Can Arise When Certain and Reliable Information Shows Past Disclosure Lacked 
Reasonable Basis

 The court in In re HealthCare Compare Corporation Securities Litigation,92 expounded on Stransky, 
further clarifying the duty to correct articulated therein.  In HealthCare, the plaintiffs claimed that company 
made statements in early February 1993 that lacked a reasonable basis but allegedly were not discovered 
to be materially misleading until a few weeks later, on February 24, 1993.93  The company did correct 
those statements on March 30, 1993, but the plaintiffs alleged that HealthCare had a duty to correct those 
statements prior to that time.94  The court accepted that a duty to correct may exist in this case, stating:  
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“plaintiffs can only show that a duty to correct arose by alleging facts sufficient to demonstrate that the internal 
memorandum was certain and reliable, not merely a tentative estimate.  Otherwise, it was not unreasonable 
for HealthCare to wait until March 30 to make a public announcement.”95  However, because the plaintiffs did 
not meet “their burden to show that the internal memorandum did not merely contain tentative projections 
subject to revision,” the court declined to find a duty to correct and affirmed dismissal of the complaint.96  

Duty to Correct Can Apply to Both Historical Statements and Forward-Looking Statements that 
Lacked a Reasonable Basis 

 The Third Circuit, in In re Burlington Coat Factory Securities Litigation,97 adopted Stransky’s definition 
of the duty to correct, but noted that “we think the duty to correct can also apply to a certain narrow set 
of forward-looking statements.”98  The court illustrated the kinds of circumstances it envisioned:  where 
a public company makes a forecast that appears to be reasonable when made, but “[s]ubsequently, the 
company discovers that it misread a vital piece of data that went into its forecast.”99  The court imagined 
a scenario where a company manager sends a fax from a remote location and a sales number on the 
fax is blurred such that a reasonable person misreads it.100  The company would have a duty to correct 
any erroneous forecast based on that incorrect number after it discovers the correct numbers “[s]o long 
as the correction in the sales figures was material to the forecast.”101  The court reasoned that “there is 
an implicit representation in any forecast (or statement of historical fact) that errors of the type we have 
identified will be corrected” because the public expects that company statements are accurate based 
on the information available at the time those statements are made.102  Thus, in examining the plaintiffs’ 
claims, the court declined to find that any “duty to correct” existed, because the plaintiffs “failed to allege 
how and what the specific error or set of errors might have been that gone into” the forecast, or when 
such errors were discovered, “so as to allow correction and trigger defendants’ alleged duty.”103  

No Duty to Correct Vague and Indefinite Statements

 The Tenth Circuit in Grossman v. Novell, Inc.104 did not distinguish between the duty to correct 
and duty to update, discussing only that “if a defendant makes a statement on a particular issue, and 
that statement is false or later turns out to be false, the defendant may be under a duty to correct any 
misleading impression left by the statement.”105  Nevertheless, in a decision prior to the enactment of 
The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (“PSLRA”),106 the court held that no such disclosure 
duty existed because the statement that “the merger would not dilute ‘future earnings’” was “too vague 
and indefinite to give rise to such a duty to disclose” and further, there were no allegations of fact that the 
statement was false when made.107  

Duty to Correct Arises When Statements Are False or Materially Misleading When Made

 In In re International Business Machines Corporate Securities Litigation,108 the Second Circuit 
weighed in on the duty to correct versus the duty to update, noting that plaintiffs incorrectly characterized 
their claim as involving a duty to correct.109  There, the plaintiffs argued “that even if IBM’s statements 
were true when made, the company had a duty to correct the dividend statements at issue because its 
position on the dividend materially changed . . .”110  The court held that “if and when a speaker learns that 
a prior statement was misleading when made, a duty to correct arises.  Here, however, IBM’s statements 
were not misleading when made and therefore we reject any claim by plaintiffs that IBM was under a duty 
to correct them.”111  The court proceeded to analyze plaintiffs’ claim under a duty to update theory.112  

The PSLRA Did Not Modify Courts’ Interpretation of the Duty to Correct 

 The PSLRA has not changed how courts have viewed the duty to correct.  One of the first post-
PSLRA circuit court cases to adopt a pre-PSLRA definition of the duty to correct is Oran v. Stafford.113  
There, the Third Circuit adopted the definition of a duty to correct articulated in Burlington and Stransky:  
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that “the duty to correct exists ‘when a company makes a historical statement that, at the time made, 
the company believed to be true, but as revealed by subsequently discovered information actually was 
not.’”114  In Oran, the plaintiffs alleged that the company’s failure to disclose the dates on which it first 
learned of certain data and adverse reports was a material omission because of the light that information 
would have cast on the company’s potential product liability exposure.115  The plaintiffs further argued that 
the company had either a duty to correct or to update its prior disclosures regarding its potential product 
liability exposure for its weight-loss drug, because they failed to mention when the company first became 
aware of the adverse heart-valve data.116  The court in Oran, however, declined to find that a duty to 
correct existed because the company never made any prior statement regarding when it learned of the 
heart-valve data.117  

 The Seventh Circuit also continues to follow its pre-PSLRA case law concerning the duty to 
update.118  In Gallagher, the plaintiffs argued that the company had a duty to correct its Form 10-K report 
as a result of a letter from the FDA received eight days later.119  The court rejected the plaintiffs’ theory, 
citing Stransky and stating that “a statement may be ‘corrected’ only if it was incorrect when made,” 
and that plaintiffs were actually attempting to impose a duty to update, not correct.120  Because plaintiffs 
were not stating that there was an error in the 10-K but that in light of subsequent information, certain 
statements needed to be updated to reflect the then-present condition, no duty to correct existed.121  

Prudent Managers May Take Time to Investigate Before Correction

 In contrast, in Higginbotham, the plaintiffs “maintain[ed] that their claim [fell] on the correction 
side of this line” because “the information from Brazil [that the company incorporated into its Forms 
10-Q and 10-K] was false, so the annual and quarterly statements also were false when released.”122  
There, the plaintiffs alleged that the parent company discovered mid-quarter that certain data from its 
Brazilian subsidiary was false or misleading but failed to disclose that until after the end of the quarter, 
approximately two months later.123  Consistent with prior case law, the court found that even if a duty to 
correct existed, that “does not mean that correction must occur as soon as the statements have been 
questioned.”124  The court aptly noted: “Prudent managers conduct inquiries rather than jump the gun 
with half-formed stories as soon as a problem comes to their attention . . . . Taking the time necessary to 
get things right is both proper and lawful.”125  The court further discussed that the company “might more 
plausibly have been accused of deceiving investors had managers called a press conference before 
completing steps necessary to determine just what had happened in Brazil.”126  The court also pointed 
out that it is not the delay in correction that causes a loss, but the misstatement itself.127  Thus, the court 
held that, to the extent a duty to correct existed, the company did timely correct the false or misleading 
statements.128 

Correction Should Be Timely and Preferably Through the Same Medium

 More recently the Third Circuit in United States v. Schiff129 discussed the duty to correct in a criminal 
securities fraud action, citing its earlier decision in Burlington.  The court stated that “[t]he duty to correct 
arises when ‘a company makes a historical statement that, at the time made, the company believes to 
be true, but as revealed by subsequently discovered information actually was not.’”130  It emphasized that 
“[t]he key for this duty to exist is a triggering factual event after the statement is made.”131  Because the 
government could not identify such a triggering event, the court rejected the argument that defendants 
had any duty to update.132  The court also questioned the government’s assertion that the correction 
must be made in a Form 10-Q filing, as opposed to some other form of public disclosure.133  The court 
also noted that “[s]cholars have commented that if a duty to correct or update is triggered, it should be 
corrected in a timely fashion and preferably by using the same medium through which the initial error was 
disseminated, which in this case would have been a follow-up analyst call.”134                              
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Duty to Correct Statements Made Outside Company

 It is well-established that a “company has no duty to correct or verify rumors in the marketplace 
unless those rumors can be attributed to the company.”135  However, “a company may so involve itself 
in the preparation of reports and projections by outsiders as to assume a duty to correct material errors 
in these projections.”136  This depends on whether the company “place[d] its imprimatur, expressly or 
impliedly” on the third-party’s statements.137  

Third Party Liability for Duty to Correct

 Third parties may have a duty to correct statements they make upon which a company relies in its 
public disclosures.  For example, the Seventh Circuit found that an attorney and his law firm had a duty 
to correct a company’s offering materials in Ackerman v. Schwartz.138  In Ackerman, the court reversed 
the granting of summary judgment in favor of defendants, an attorney and his law firm, on a Section 10(b) 
claim, because a jury could find that the attorney authorized the inclusion of an opinion letter with the 
offering documents after having come to doubt representations therein.139  The court reasoned that a “duty 
to correct” statements made in offering materials existed “so long as the offering continues,” because “[o]
ffering materials must be correct and non-misleading at the time of the sale, not just as of the time they 
were written.”140  Thus, as soon as the attorney discovered that the statements in the letter were false 
or misleading and that his letter continued to circulate, he and his law firm had a duty to correct those 
statements.141  

 In Wright v. Ernst & Young LLP,142  the court recognized in dicta that accounting firms have a duty 
to correct “misstatements they have discovered in previous financial statements on which they know 
the public is relying.”143   Subsequent case law has discussed that to the extent such a duty exists, that 
duty must arise during the class period.144  Further, an auditor’s duty to correct can extend only to earlier 
financial statements the accountant had audited and for which it issued a certificate.145  Finally, the court 
in Overton v. Todman & Co., CPAS, P.C.146 confirmed that a duty to correct does exist for accountants 
and lists the exact elements required to hold that an accountant violated its duty to correct and is liable 
for a primary violation of Section 10b-5.147

 However, third parties cannot be held liable under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 for statements 
they did not make.  The Supreme Court very recently held that an investment advisor and administrator 
for certain mutual funds could not be liable under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 because it was not the 
one who made the false or misleading statement.148  Although the investment advisor and administrator 
participated in writing and disseminating the prospectuses for the mutual funds issued by its parent 
company, which allegedly contained false or misleading statements, it could not be held liable for those 
statements because it did not “make” them, as that word is used in Rule 10b-5.149  This decision is in line 
with prior precedent on secondary liability espoused in Central Bank of Denver, N.A. v. First Interstate 
Bank of Denver, N.A.150 and Stoneridge Investment Partners, LLC v. Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.151  Although 
Overton remains good law concerning accountant liability, time will tell how courts interpret accountant 
liability based on the later Supreme Court precedent, Stoneridge and Janus.     

III. DUTY TO UPDATE 

 The “duty to update,” as that term is used herein, describes a duty to provide additional information 
to update or supplement a previous disclosure that was accurate when made, but became misleading 
due to subsequent events.  As opposed to the duty to correct which, as discussed above, has been 
widely recognized, the duty to update has been the subject of great debate.  Several circuit courts have 
recognized that a duty to update may exist in certain circumstances,152 but far fewer have actually imposed 
liability based upon such a duty.153  The Sixth and Ninth Circuits have expressly declined to reach the 
issue,154 and the Seventh Circuit has explicitly rejected the duty to update.155  
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 The circuit decisions addressing the potential duty to update suggest that, while courts may leave 
open the possibility that a duty to update could exist in certain special circumstances, courts are generally 
reluctant to judicially expand the scope of public corporations’ disclosure duties.156  A duty to update may 
arise only where the triggering statement is forward-looking and contains a definite material statement 
that “remains alive” in the minds of investors.157  Thus, courts focus their inquiry on the original statement 
and whether it is the type that would trigger any duty to update.  As discussed more fully below, courts are 
clear that to the extent a duty to update exists, the following types of statements do not trigger any such 
duty:  (i) run-of-the-mill projections that contain no definite representation that “remains alive” beyond 
the date the statement is made; (ii) optimistic statements that are immaterial and not definite enough to 
create any lasting impression with investors; (iii) statements of historical fact which were accurate when 
made and do not create any lasting impression with investors; or (iv) statements that are accompanied 
by cautionary language which warn that they contain no forward implications and should not be relied 
upon beyond the date of the statement.  In addition, certain circuits have limited any duty to update to 
statements involving a fundamental change at the company.

No Duty to Update Financial Projections  

 Courts have routinely rejected attempts to impose upon public companies a duty to update run-of-
the-mill financial projections, because, although they are forward-looking, they are not definite enough 
to create a forward-looking impression that “remains alive” as accurate beyond the date the statement 
is made.  For example, in Burlington, the Third Circuit addressed whether an “ordinary earnings 
forecast” contains an implicit representation that remains “alive” in the minds of investors as a continuing 
representation.158  In reaching its conclusion that run-of-the-mill projections contain no such continuing 
representation, the court noted three features of the existing federal securities disclosure apparatus.  
First, except for the requirement to file quarterly and annual reports, there is no general duty to disclose 
all material information.  Second, an accurate report of past successes does not contain an implicit 
representation that the trend is going to continue.  Third, “the existing regulatory structure is aimed at 
encouraging companies to make and disclose internal forecasts that, although reasonable when made, 
turn out to be wrong in hindsight.”159  Thus, the court held that, “based on features one and two, we do 
not think it can be said that an ordinary earnings projection contains an implicit representation on the 
part of the company that it will update the investing public with all material information that relates to that 
forecast.”160  “Companies are not obligated either to produce or disclose internal forecasts, and if they do, 
they are protected from liability, except to the extent that the forecasts were unreasonable when made.”161  
As the Third Circuit explained, to require a company to continually modify its projections would inevitably 
deter the types of disclosure the securities laws seek to encourage.162  

 Similarly, in Grassi v. Information Resources, Inc.,163 the Seventh Circuit addressed claims relating to 
the defendant’s February and March projections that year-end earnings would be 50 cents per share.164  The 
Seventh Circuit framed the question as follows:  “[a]lthough we know that this prediction of future earnings 
was inaccurate, the question is whether IRI’s inaccurate earnings projections constituted securities fraud.”165 
The court held that “[p]rojections which turn out to be inaccurate are not fraudulent simply because later 
events show that a different projection would have been more reasonable . . . . ‘[A] company has no duty to 
update forward-looking statements merely because changing circumstances have proven them wrong.’”166  
Indeed, “projections” and “guidance” fall squarely within the PSLRA’s definition of a forward-looking statement 
and thus, if accompanied by sufficient cautionary language, they cannot be subject to a duty to update.167   

No Duty to Update Vague and Optimistic Statements 

 Similarly, there can be no duty to update soft information or optimistic statements as a result of 
subsequent events because such information is immaterial and “lack[s] the sort of definite positive 
projections that might require later correction.”168  In San Leandro, the Second Circuit considered 
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whether statements regarding Philip Morris’ marketing plans were rendered misleading by the company’s 
subsequent consideration of an undisclosed alternative marketing plan.  With respect to the statements 
that Philip Morris was “optimistic” about its earnings and “expected” its product to perform well, the court 
held that these statements were “puffery” which “cannot have misled a reasonable investor to believe that 
the company had irrevocably committed itself to one particular strategy, and cannot constitute actionable 
statements under the securities laws.”169  The court reached the same conclusion when analyzing 
defendants’ statements projecting continued growth and profitability in 1993.  The court held that such 
statements “reflect[ed] hope, adequately tinged with caution, and that the total mix of information available 
to the market cannot reasonably be found to be misleading.”170  In short, the Second Circuit confirmed 
that “such puffery is not actionable” and does not trigger any duty to update. 

 In Burlington, the court not only held that there was no duty to update ordinary projections,171 it also 
rejected the plaintiff’s argument that the defendant should have updated its statement regarding its “belief” 
that it could “continue to grow net earnings at a faster rate than sales.”172  The Third Circuit explained 
that “claims that vague expressions of hope by corporate managers could dupe the market have been 
almost uniformly rejected by the courts,” and we thus hold that claims that such a statement should 
have been updated “fail on account of the original statement’s vagueness and resultant immateriality.”173  
In In re Time Warner Securities Litigation, the Second Circuit also clarified that the scope of any duty 
to update does not extend to vague statements of optimism.  The court found that the defendant had 
a duty to update statements regarding its announced plan to raise capital, stating that the company’s 
alternative plan should have been disclosed.  However, the court affirmed dismissal of plaintiff’s claims 
based on statements which disclosed the fact that merger discussions were ongoing and the company’s 
“hope” that “the talks will be successful.”174  The Second Circuit held that “the attributed public statements 
[regarding the company’s hope of successful discussions] lack the sort of definite positive projections 
that may later require correction.  The statements suggest only the hope of any company, embarking 
on talks with multiple partners, that the talks go well . . . . These statements did not become materially 
misleading when the talks did not proceed well.”175  In 1996, the First Circuit decided two cases involving 
an alleged duty to update:  Glassman v. Computervision Corp.176 and Gross v. Summa Four, Inc.177  In 
Glassman, the court examined the company’s statements regarding its hope that its new product will 
gain acceptance in the market.  The court rejected any purported duty to update such statements, stating 
that “mild statements of hope, couched in strongly cautionary language, cannot be said to have become 
materially misleading.”178  In Gross, the court addressed whether the company’s statement that it received 
“significant orders” carried a positive implication about its future success, “and so might, arguably, be the 
basis for a duty to update claim.”  The court held that the statement “falls in the category of vague and 
loosely optimistic statements that this court has held nonactionable as a matter of law.”179  Thus, in both 
cases, the First Circuit acknowledged that forward-looking statements carrying a positive implication 
arguably could create a duty to update, but not where the statements are only optimistic statements that 
are too vague and loose to be actionable.180  

No Duty to Update Statements of Historical Fact 

 Likewise, true statements of current or historical fact, not alleged to be false when made, generally 
cannot trigger a duty to update.  In Shaw v. Digital Equipment Corporation,181 the plaintiffs alleged several 
claims:  (i) that defendants had knowledge of material facts concerning the large losses developing 
during the third quarter of 1994 and were under a duty to disclose the information in connection with 
the company’s public offering; (ii) that the representation in the prospectus regarding the “adequacy” 
of the “then-remaining ‘restructuring reserve’ was materially misleading;” and (iii) that throughout the 
class period, defendants made “fraudulently optimistic statements to the public concerning DEC’s future 
prospects.”182  The court distinguished between the “strong affirmative duty of disclosure” in the context 
of a public offering and disclosure duties arising under Section 10(b).183  The court found that plaintiffs’ 
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complaint stated a cognizable claim under Section 11 for failure to disclose in its registration statement, 
filed a mere 11 days prior to quarter end, that it was substantially likely that the quarter-end results 
would be an “extreme departure from publicly known trends and uncertainties.”184  On the other hand, in 
addressing the Section 10(b) claim, the court held that defendants’ statement that “[s]ervice revenues 
have continued to grow” simply “constitute[d] a statement of historical fact not alleged to be false, and 
as such, d[id] not provide the basis for a duty to update.”185  In Backman v. Polaroid Corporation, the 
First Circuit initially suggested a broad duty to update, holding that although the statements regarding 
the anticipated success of Polaroid’s new product, Polavision, were accurate when made, Polaroid was 
required to update statements when it became apparent that Polavision was actually a flop, which caused 
them to reduce, then stop, production in Australia and give a specific instruction to its Australian supplier 
to keep the production cutback secret.186  In an en banc rehearing, the court withdrew the panel decision 
and ultimately remanded for dismissal, holding that the previous statements were accurate statements 
of historical fact and thus did not trigger any duty to update.187  The court noted in dicta, however, that 
a duty to update “may” exist in “special circumstances.”188  Specifically, the court stated that “in special 
circumstances, a statement, correct at the time, may have a forward intent and connotation upon which 
parties may be expected to rely.”189  Where subsequent events render the previous statement materially 
misleading, “further disclosure may be called for.”190 

Specific Cautionary Language May Negate Any Arguable Duty to Update 

 In Illinois State Board of Investment v. Authentidate Holding Corporation, the Second Circuit recently 
reaffirmed that precise cautionary language can defeat any arguable duty to update but clarified that 
general boiler-plate language is insufficient.191  The Second Circuit addressed whether the defendant had 
a duty to update its statements that it believed it had an agreement in principle with the United States Postal 
Service, and that it was “very confident” the agreement would be signed “in the not too distant future.”192  
The court held that the defendant did not have a duty to update these statements, because they were 
accompanied by cautionary language; thus, “[g]iven the explicit ‘no guarantee’ warning, a reasonable 
investor would not have been ‘misled into thinking’ that an announcement was definitely forthcoming.”193  
The court cautioned, however, that, without the cautionary language, the company would have had a 
duty to update, because rather than being a vague statement of optimism, the statement was “the sort of 
‘definite positive projection[]’ that this Court has found ‘require[s] later correction’ when intervening events 
render it misleading.”194  Moreover, the court held that the statements in the conference call “were not 
accompanied by sufficient cautionary language to negate liability under the ‘bespeaks caution’ doctrine.”195  
“The statements communicated principally that an agreement to amend the metrics was imminent, if 
not formally concluded, and did not adequately alert investors to the risk that an agreement would not 
actually materialize.”196  Thus, defendant was under an obligation to alert investors that the statements 
in the conference calls were rendered misleading by subsequent events.197  Other courts have similarly 
held that any duty to update claim may be defeated where the initial statements are accompanied by 
sufficient cautionary language warning investors that the statements should not be interpreted as having 
any implicit representation regarding subsequent events or future disclosures by the company.198  

Duty to Update May Be Limited to Events Involving Fundamental Change

 The Third Circuit has further narrowed any duty to update by limiting it to statements involving events 
that could “fundamentally change” the nature of the company involved.  In assessing plaintiff’s claim that 
defendants had a duty to update certain statements, the Third Circuit noted in dicta that the previous 
cases in which it had recognized that a duty to update might exist, Greenfield and Phillips, both involved 
takeover attempts.199  The court noted that “[w]here the initial disclosure relates to an announcement of a 
fundamental change in the course the company is likely to take, there may be room to read in an implicit 
representation by the company that it will update the public with any news of any radical change in the 
company’s plans—e.g., news that the merger is no longer likely to take place.”200  The court concluded that 
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“the duty to update, to the extent it might exist, would be a narrow one to update the public as to extreme 
changes in the company’s originally expressed expectation of an event such as a takeover, merger, or 
liquidation.”201  In 2010, the Third Circuit reaffirmed the narrow scope of any possible duty to update.  In 
United States v. Schiff, the court addressed whether statements relating to the defendants’ ongoing sales 
volume of products to wholesalers triggered a duty to update.202  The court confirmed that any duty to 
update is narrow and limited to cases where “the initial statement concerns ‘fundamental[] change[s]’ in the 
nature of the company—such as a merger, liquidation, or takeover attempt—and when subsequent events 
produce an ‘extreme’ or ‘radical change’ in the continuing validity of that statement.”203  The court held that 
statements concerning sales volume “do not come close to fitting within the narrow range of this duty.”204 

 Indeed, several courts that have actually allowed a duty to update claim to survive a motion to 
dismiss have done so in cases involving mergers, strategic partnership discussions or other situations 
involving fundamental changes in the company.  In Weiner v. The Quaker Oats Co.,205  the court addressed 
plaintiff’s claim that the company failed to update its projected debt equity ratio in light of an impending 
but undisclosed merger, because the company had disclosed the ratio in numerous documents and had 
suggested that it intended to comply with the ratio in the future.  These statements, the court reasoned, 
“could indeed have induced a reasonable investor to expect either that the ratio guideline would remain 
in ‘the upper-60 percent range’ or that Quaker would announce any anticipated significant change.”206  
Similarly, in In re Time Warner Securities Litigation, the Second Circuit allowed plaintiff’s claim to survive 
a motion to dismiss where the claim was based on statements relating to strategic partnership goals 
and defendant’s failure to disclose alternative approaches to those already disclosed.207  In reaching 
its decision, the court stated that, while materiality and duty are generally distinct concepts, “where the 
disclosure duty arises from the combination of a prior statement and a subsequent event, which, if not 
disclosed, renders the prior statement false or misleading, the inquiries as to the duty and materiality 
coalesce.”208  The court initially articulated a broad scope of a duty to update, stating that if a reasonable 
investor would regard the omitted fact as significantly altering the total mix of information available “it is 
difficult to imagine a circumstance where the prior statement would not be rendered misleading in the 
absence of the disclosure.”209  The court continued, however, and noted:

It is important to appreciate the limits of our disagreement with the District Court.  We do not 
hold that whenever a corporation speaks, it must disclose every piece of information in its 
possession that could affect the price of its stock.  Rather, we hold that when a corporation 
is pursuing a specific business goal and announces that goal as well as an intended 
approach for reaching it, it may come under an obligation to disclose other approaches to 
reaching that goal when those approaches are under active and serious consideration.210  

IV. CONCLUSION 

 There is no question that liability for nondisclosure will only lie where there was a duty to speak, and 
we know that certain circumstances will almost certainly give rise to such a duty (e.g., when it is required 
by law).  What will force those crafting disclosures to make some difficult decisions, though, are the 
nuances of each individual case.  Fortunately, decades of case law provide valuable guidance to refine 
one’s understanding of a basic duty to disclose, and, although not quite as well-developed yet, there is a 
significant amount of case law analyzing the more recently-coined duty to correct and duty to update.         

 For companies wading through courts’ interpretations of the duty to correct, the most important 
takeaway is that all historical statements must be accurate as of the time those statements are made, 
and all forward-looking statements must be accurate based on the material available and relied upon 
as of the date of those statements.211  Therefore, if a public company discovers that it made a material 
error in a public statement of historical fact, or one of their public forward looking statements relied upon 
an incorrect piece of data, that company may have a duty to correct those public statements if the error 
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was material.212  To be on the safe side, the company should assume that any information a reasonable 
investor would be interested in knowing is material.213  Also, to require correction, the statement needs to 
be one of fact or definitive projection, and the duty to correct will likely not apply to any vague or opinion 
statements.214  

 Where the dispute is more likely to arise is how quickly a company must correct its prior statements 
after it discovers those statements are incorrect, or, more likely, discovers that there is a significant chance 
those statements may be incorrect.  Because the Supreme Court has not squarely addressed how quickly 
a company must correct its prior statements, there is not necessarily a consensus on how expeditiously 
correction must occur, and the outcome would likely be based upon the facts and circumstances of 
each case.  Based on existing circuit case law, a company should assume that correction needs to 
be made within a reasonable time, but that it does not necessarily have to “jump the gun” and make 
a knee-jerk disclosure without knowing all of the facts.215  In some cases, like the example raised in 
Burlington where a sales number was materially misread, disclosure should be made rapidly, as there is 
little investigation management would need to do before concluding a mistake requiring correction had 
occurred.216  However, in more nuanced cases, although management should act as swiftly as is prudent, 
management also has a competing duty to make sure subsequent disclosures are accurate and therefore 
should conduct a thorough investigation before making any correction.  To be sure, plaintiffs in securities 
fraud class actions will continue to harp on companies for not correcting their disclosures quickly enough.  
But at least companies will have a robust and likely successful argument to make on a motion to dismiss 
based on Higginbotham, among other cases, that they were acting prudently to conduct an investigation 
prior to correction.217  Further, as noted in Higginbotham, plaintiffs’ damages, to the extent they exist, will 
arise from the initial misstatement, not the subsequent correction, and thus taking time to get things right 
will not likely exacerbate damages.218    

 Indeed, the same reasoning espoused in Higginbotham concerning the timing of subsequent 
disclosures could also be applied to any update that may be required.  If, in fact, a duty to update a 
statement exists, management would be prudent to make an investigation before immediately launching 
into an update.     

 Unfortunately, courts’ propensity to make comments in dicta regarding the circumstances in which 
a duty to update may be imposed has created great uncertainty for companies faced with disclosure 
decisions.  In addition, the courts’ commentary has fueled plaintiffs’ attempts to expand judicially created 
disclosure duties by giving plaintiffs in dicta sound-bites, if not rulings, upon which to base their duty to 
update claims.  For companies faced with determining if and when their previous statements fall within the 
“special circumstances” which may invoke a duty to update, they should keep the following suggestions 
in mind.  To the extent that the company makes any forward-looking statements that contain any arguably 
definite factual representation, those statements should be accompanied by explicit cautionary language 
disavowing any implicit representation that further updates are forthcoming or any obligation to make 
any future updates on the subject – even if circumstances change.  Particular care should be taken with 
respect to any statements involving mergers, takeovers, significant contracts, strategic alternatives, or 
any other statements that involve a “fundamental” or “extreme” change in the company. 
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SEC had done the same.  The court describes at length in a footnote the SEC’s position on the duty to correct, which was 
articulated in a 1979 release.  Id. at 205 n.13.  The release states:  “With respect to forward-looking statements of material facts 
made in relation to specific transactions or events . . . , there is an obligation to correct such statements prior to consummation 
of the transaction where they become false or misleading by reason of subsequent events which render material assumptions 
underlying such statements invalid.  Similarly, there is a duty to correct where it is discovered prior to consummation of a 
transaction, that the underlying assumptions were false or misleading from the outset.”  Id. The SEC appears to be blending the 
duty to update statements that were true when made with the duty to correct statements that were discovered to be false when 
made.  See also Weiner v. The Quaker Oats Co., 129 F.3d 310, 316¬¬¬ (3d Cir. 1997) (confusing a duty to correct with a duty 
to update); In re Phillips Petroleum Sec. Litig., 881 F.2d 1236, 1245 (3d Cir. 1989) (same). 

80. 910 F.2d 10 (1st Cir. 1990) (en banc). 

81. An unpublished Fourth Circuit case from 1989, Data Controls North, Inc. v. Fin. Corp of Am., Inc., No. 88-2866, 1989 WL 
50223 (4th Cir. May 3, 1989), discussed the duty to correct, but did not distinguish it from the duty to update.  There, the plaintiffs 
“contend[ed] [that] the defendants had a duty to correct previous management’s materially false and misleading statements . . . 
.”  Id. at *4 (emphasis in original).  However, on summary judgment, the court did not accept this duty to correct theory, because 
the plaintiffs could not prove that the defendants actually knew of the veracity of statements made by previous management.  Id.

82. Backman, 910 F.2d at 16-17.  

83. Id. at 17.  

84. Id.  
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85. Id. at 17-18.  

86. 51 F.3d 1329 (7th Cir. 1995). 

87. Id. at 1331.  

88. Id.  

89. Id. at 1332.  

90. Id. at 1333.

91. Id. at 1336.  

92. 75 F.3d 276 (7th Cir. 1996).

93. Id. at 278-79, 282.  

94. Id. at 282.  

95. Id. 

96. Id. at 283-84.

97. 114 F.3d 1410 (3d Cir. 1997).

98. Id. at 1431.  

99. Id. 

100. Id. 

101. Id. 

102. Id. (emphasis in original).   

103. Id.  

104. 120 F.3d 1112 (10th Cir. 1997).

105. Id. at 1125.  

106. Pub. L. 104-67, 109 Stat. 737 (1995) (codified as amended in scattered sections of 15 U.S.C.).

107. Grossman, 120 F.3d at 1125.  

108. 163 F.3d 102 (2d Cir. 1998).

109. Id. at 109¬.

110. Id. 

111. Id.  

112. Id. at 110.  Although decided in 1997, the case was filed in 1992 and thus was decided under pre-PSLRA pleading 
standards. 

113. 226 F.3d 275 (3d Cir. 2000).

114. Id. at 286 (quoting In re Burlington Coat Factory Sec. Litig., 114 F.3d 1410, 1431 (3d Cir. 1997)); Stransky v. Cummins 
Engine Co., Inc., 51 F.3d 1329, 1331-32 (7th Cir. 1995). 

115. Oran, 226 F.3d at 285.

116. Id. at 286.  

117. Id.        

118. See Higginbotham v. Baxter Int’l Inc., 495 F.3d 753, 761 (7th Cir. 2007); Gallagher v. Abbott Labs., 269 F.3d 806, 810 (7th 
Cir. 2001). 

119. 269 F.3d at 810.  

120. Id. (emphasis in original).

121. Id. 

122. 495 F.3d at 760.  

123. Id. at 758.  

124. Id. at 760.  

125. Id. at 760-61.  

126. Id. at 761.  

127. Id. at 760-61.  
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128. Id.   

129. 602 F.3d 152 (3d Cir. 2010). 

130. Id. at 170 (emphasis in original) (citing In re Burlington Coat Factory Sec. Litig., 114 F.3d 1410, 1431 (3d Cir. 1997) (noting 
that the duty “can also apply to a certain narrow set of forward-looking statements”).

131. Id.   

132. Id. at 171.  

133. Id. at 171 n.24.  

134. Id. (citing ALAN R. BROMBERG & LEWIS D. LOWENFELS, Bromberg and Lowenfels on Securities Fraud & Commodities 
Fraud § 5:328, at 5-542 (2d ed. 2007) (“[A] press release will normally be corrected by a press release . . . . An ad in a major 
newspaper would normally be corrected by an ad or announcement in that same paper.”) (collecting cases)).

135. State Teachers Ret. Bd. v. Fluor Corp., 654 F.2d 843, 850 (2d Cir. 1981); Elkind v. Liggett & Myers, Inc., 635 F.2d 156, 
162 n.8 (2d Cir. 1980) (nothing in securities laws requires a company to correct a misstatement in the press not attributable to a 
company, but other sources may impose such a duty). 

136. Herman v. Legent, No. 94-1445, 1995 WL 115879, at *9 (4th Cir. Mar. 20, 1995) (quoting Elkind, 635 F.2d at 163).  

137. Id. at *10 (affirming that company was not liable for claims arising from an analyst’s report where management was not 
directly quoted and had no control over the content of the report).    

138. 947 F.2d 841 (7th Cir. 1991).  

139. Id. at 848-49.

140. Id. at 848.  

141. Id. at 848-49.  

142. 152 F.3d 169 (2d Cir. 1998). 

143. Id. at 177 (quoting IIT  v. Cornfeld, 619 F.2d 909, 927 (2d Cir. 1980)). Although the court acknowledged the existence of a 
duty, the alleged duty was not pleaded in the amended complaint and thus could not be raised for the first time in an opposition 
brief to the motion to dismiss.  Id. at 178.  The court also noted that “secondary actors such as accountants may not be held 
primarily liable unless they themselves have made ‘a statement (or omission) on which a purchaser or seller of securities relies.’”  
Id. at 177 (citing Central Bank of Denver, N.A. v. First Interstate Bank of Denver, N.A. 511 U.S. 164, 191 (1994)); see also Ponce 
v. SEC, 345 F.3d 722, 733-35 (9th Cir. 2003) (detailing accountant’s duty to correct and finding a violation).  

144. Lattanzio v. Deloitte & Touche LLP, 476 F.3d 147, 154-56 (2d Cir. 2007) (collecting cases, and assuming such a duty 
exists). 

145. Id. at 154 (“Absent an audit opinion, the existence of a duty to correct cannot by itself translate Deloitte’s silence regarding 
the 10-Qs into an actionable misstatement.”).  

146. 478 F.3d 479 (2d Cir. 2007). 

147. The elements are:  “when [an accountant] (1) makes a statement in its certified opinion that is false or misleading when 
made; (2) subsequently learns or was reckless in not learning that the earlier statement was false or misleading; (3) knows or should 
know that potential investors are relying on the opinion and financial statements; yet (4) fails to take reasonable steps to correct or 
withdraw its opinion and/or the financial statements; and (5) all the other requirements for liability are satisfied.”  Id. at 486-87. 

148. Janus Capital Group, Inc. v. First Derivative Traders, 131 S. Ct. 2296, 2304-05 (2011).  

149. Id. at 2302-05.

150. 511 U.S. 164, 180 (1994). 

151. 552 U.S. 148, 165 (2008).

152. See, e.g., In re Burlington Coat Factory Sec. Litig., 114 F.3d 1410, 1431 (3d Cir. 1997) (The duty to update “concerns 
statements that, although reasonable at the time made, become misleading when viewed in the context of subsequent events.”); 
In re Time Warner Sec. Litig., 9 F.3d 259, 267 (2d Cir. 1993) (same); Rubenstein v. Collins, 20 F.3d 160, 170 n. 41 (5th Cir. 1991) 
(same); Backman v. Polaroid Corp., 910 F.2d 10, 17 (1st Cir. 1990) (same); cf. Grossman v. Novell, 120 F.3d 1112, 1125 (citing 
In re Time Warner for the proposition that a “definite positive projection,” later creating a misimpression, might give rise to a duty to 
disclose). 

153. For cases finding the duty arose on the facts alleged, see Illinois State Bd. of Investment v. Authentidate Holding Corp., 
No. 09-1751-CV, 2010 WL 889294, at *2 (2d Cir. Mar. 12, 2010) (allegations were sufficient to give rise to a duty to inform 
investors that conference call statements had been rendered misleading); In re Cabletron Sys., Inc., 311 F.3d 11, 36 (1st Cir. 
2002) (finding complaint adequately stated claim for duty to revise, because statements regarding SmartSwitch product could 
be read to create the impression that it was already available on a large scale, and “the company may then have a duty to revise 
that impression if later developments substantially undermined the accuracy of the earlier statements”); Weiner v. The Quaker 
Oats Co., 129 F.3d 310, 317 (3d Cir. 1997) (finding actionable a failure to update a projected debt-to-total capitalization ratio).
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154. In re Foxhollow Tech., Inc. Sec. Litig., No. 08-16469, 2009 WL 4913215, at *1 (9th Cir. Dec. 4, 2009) (refusing to decide 
on this “novel question of law”); Helwig v. Vencor, 251 F.3d 540, 561 (6th Cir. 2001) (“Though the [PSLRA] does not impose a 
duty to update, and we do not decide today whether such an obligation exists, we at least require an actor to provide complete 
and non-misleading information with respect to the subjects on which he undertakes to speak.” (internal quotations and citations 
omitted)).

155. See Eistenstadt v. Centel Corp., 113 F.3d 738, 746 (7th Cir. 1997) (companies are not required to update forward-looking 
statements merely because changing circumstances have proven them wrong); see also Higginbotham v. Baxter Int’l, Inc., 495 
F.3d 753, 760 (7th Cir. 2007) (rejecting duty to update).  

156. See, e.g., Hillson Partners Ltd. P’ship v. Adage, Inc., 42 F.3d 204, 219 (4th Cir. 1994) (failure to update “predictions” not 
actionable because requiring a company “continually to correct and modify its projections would inevitably discourage the types 
of disclosure the securities laws seek to encourage”).

157. See Authentidate, 2010 WL 889294 at *2 n.2.  In Authentidate, the court explained that when the initial statements were 
made regarding the dividend, “IBM did not have a plan or need to alter the dividend.  There was no representation of forward 
intent or any intimation that IBM would maintain its dividend indefinitely [and] [e]ach statement was accompanied by qualifying 
language indicating the speaker was only referring to the short term.”  Because “IBM was able to cover its dividend at the stated 
level in the short term, the challenged statements remained precisely correct even though IBM subsequently cut its dividend in 
July 1993.”  Id.   

158. In re Burlington Coat Factory Sec. Litig., 114 F.3d 1410, 1433 (3d Cir. 1997).

159. Id. at 1432.  

160. Id. at 1433.

161. Id. at 1432.  

162. Id. at 1432-33. 

163. 63 F.3d 596 (7th  Cir. 1995).

164. Id. at 598.

165. Id. at 599. 

166. Id. (quoting Stransky v. Cummins Engine Co., 51 F.3d 1329, 1333 n.9 (7th Cir. 1995)).  See also In re Advanta Corp. Sec. 
Litig., 180 F.3d 525, 536-37 (3d Cir. 1999) (stating that there is no duty to update “a projection of revenues”); Hillson Partners 
Ltd. P’ship v. Adage, Inc., 42 F.3d 204, 219 (4th Cir. 1994) (“Assuming there can ever be a duty to update, there was no such 
duty here.  The statements at issue here were predictions . . . [and] [t]here is no duty to update such statements on the basis of 
subsequent events.”); Roots P’ship v. Lands’ End, Inc., 965 F.2d 1411, 1418 (7th Cir. 1992) (“[S]imple differences between the 
company’s stated earnings goal and its internal earnings estimates do not alone suggest that the defendants’ statements lacked 
a reasonable basis.”).

167. See 15 U.S.C. § 78u-5(c), (d) (2006).   A statement is not actionable under the PSLRA’s safe harbor if it is “(i) identified 
as a forward-looking statement, and is accompanied by meaningful cautionary statements identifying important factors that 
could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statement; or (ii) immaterial,” or if the plaintiff 
fails to demonstrate that the statement was made with “actual knowledge” that it was false or misleading.  15 U.S.C. § 78u-5(c)
(1)(A)-(B).  A “forward looking statement” is one “containing a projection of revenues, income (including income loss), earnings 
(including earnings loss) per share, capital expenditures, dividends, capital structure, or other financial items” and includes 
assumptions underlying or relating to any such statements.  15 U.S.C. § 78u-5(i)(1)(A)-(D).  Thus, earnings projections fall 
squarely within the PSLRA’s definition of forward-looking statements.   

168. San Leandro Emerg. Med. Group Profit Sharing Plan v. Philip Morris Co., Inc., 75 F.3d 801, 811 (2d Cir. 1996) (quotations 
omitted).  

169. Id. at 811.  The court further held that the company’s reference to marketing plans designed to narrow the price difference 
between premium and discount brands “simply reflected company policy at the time; they were not promises to maintain that 
policy in the future, and thus were not rendered misleading by the company’s subsequent consideration of an alternative plan.”  
Id. 

170. Id.   

171. See supra notes 159-63 and accompanying text.

172. 114 F.3d 1410, 1427 (3d Cir. 1997).

173. See id. at 1428; see also Shaw v. Digital Equip. Corp., 82 F.3d 1194, 1219 n.33 (statements that sales were “going 
reasonably well,” company “should show progress quarter over quarter, year over year,” and defendant was “pretty optimistic” 
company would “start to grow revenue” were inactionable and did not trigger a duty to update); Nadoff v. Duane Reade, Inc., No. 
03-9352, 2004 WL 1842801, at *3 (2d Cir. Aug. 17, 2004) (a firm has “‘no duty to update [such] vague statements of optimism or 
expressions of optimism’ in light of changed circumstances”) (quoting In re Int’l Bus. Machs. Corp. Sec. Litig., 163 F.3d 102, 110 
(2d Cir. 1998)).
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174. 9 F.3d 259, 266 (2d Cir. 1993). 

175. Id. at 267.

176. 90 F.3d 617, 636 (1st Cir. 1996). 

177. 93 F.3d 987, 995 (1st Cir. 1996).

178. Glassman, 90 F.3d at 636. 

179. Gross, 93 F.3d at 995. 

180. Id.   

181. 82 F.3d 1194 (1st Cir. 1996). 

182. Id. at 1201.

183. Id. at 1202.  

184. Id. at 1211.    

185. Id. at 1219 n.33; In re Burlington Coat Factory Sec. Litig., 114 F.3d 1410, 1432 (3d Cir. 1997) (finding it “well settled” that 
“an accurate report of past successes does not contain an implicit representation that the trend is going to continue” and does 
not trigger a duty to update mid-quarter); San Leandro Emerg. Med. Group Profit Sharing Plan v. Philip Morris Co., Inc., 75 F.3d 
801, 811 (2d Cir. 1996) (holding that company’s reference to marketing plans designed to narrow the price difference between 
premium and discount brands “simply reflected company policy at the time; they were not promises to maintain that policy in the 
future, and thus were not rendered misleading by the company’s subsequent consideration of an alternative plan”); In re Sofamor 
Danek Group, Inc., 123 F.3d 394, 401-02 (6th Cir. 1997) (“[t]he proposition that the company was engaging in illegal promotion of 
its products . . . is not a proposition that can fairly be said to fall in the category of ‘hard’ information;” soft information need only 
be disclosed if “virtually as certain as hard facts”).

186. 893 F.2d 1405, 1415 (1st Cir. 1990).

187. 910 F.2d 10, 17 (1st Cir. 1990) (en banc).  

188. Id. 

189. Id.  (emphasis added).

190. Id. 

191. No. 09-1751-CV, 2010 WL 889294, at *2 (2d Cir. Mar. 12, 2010).

192. Id.

193. Id. 

194. Id. at *2 n.2 (quoting In re Time Warner Sec. Litig., 9 F.3d 259, 267 (2d Cir. 1993)).

195. Id. at *2.

196. Id.  

197. Id.  

198. See, e.g., Grossman v. Novell, 120 F.3d 1112, 1119 (10th Cir. 1997) (finding some statements too vague and others 
not actionable because of specific cautionary language that prevented them from being materially misleading); Glassman 
v. Computervision Corp., 90 F.3d 617, 636 (1st Cir. 1996) (“Computervision’s mild statements of hope, couched in strongly 
cautionary language, cannot be said to have become materially misleading.”).

199. In re Burlington Coat Factory Sec. Litig., 114 F.3d 1410, 1433-34 (3d Cir. 1997) (citing Greenfield v. Heublein, Inc., 742 
F.2d 751, 758 (3d Cir. 1984) and In re Phillips Petroleum Sec. Litig., 881 F.2d 1236, 1243 (3d Cir. 1989)).

200. Id.

201. Id. at 1434 n.20.

202. 602 F.3d 152, 170 (3d Cir. 2010).

203. Id. 

204. Id.  

205. 129 F.3d 310, 317 (3d Cir. 1997). 

206. Id.  

207. 9 F.3d 259, 267 (2d Cir. 1993) (imposing duty to update definitive statements about approaches to strategic partnership 
goals, but finding no duty to update “hope” that partnership talks proceed smoothly). 

208. Id.  
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209. Id. at 268.

210. Id.   

211. See supra at pp. 13-21.

212. See, e.g., In re Burlington Coat Factory Sec. Litig., 114 F.3d 1410,  1431 (3d Cir. 1997). 

213. See Matrixx Initiatives, Inc. v. Siracusano, 131 S. Ct. 1309, 1318 (2011) (citing Basic Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224, 231-
32 (1988)).

214. See Grossman v. Novell, Inc., 120 F.3d 1112, 1125 (10th Cir. 1997).

215. See Higginbotham v. Baxter Int’l Inc., 495 F.3d 753, 760-61 (7th Cir. 2007).  

216. See supra text accompanying notes 98-101, citing Burlington, 114 F.3d at 1431. 

217. See supra text accompanying notes 123-27, citing Higginbotham, 495 F.3d at 760-61.  

218. See Higginbotham, 495 F.3d at 761 (“After all, delay in correcting a misstatement does not cause the loss; the injury 
to investors comes from the fraud, not from a decision to take the time necessary to ensure that the corrective statement is 
accurate.  Delay may affect which investors bear the loss but does not change the need for some investors to bear it, or increase 
its amount.”).
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